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Rationale—Personal space may be defined as the area immediately surround¬
ing the individual in which the majority of his interactions with others take
place.^ This term was coined by Katz, (1937) and certain aspects were im¬
plicit in Stern's "personal nearness" and in more recently Lewin's "life space"
(1935) Hall has used the term proxemics—the study of how man unconsciously
structures microspace.^ Proxemics will be the term used to refer to inter¬
personal distance in this thesis.
Extensive research has been done on proxemics or "territorialism"
on subhuman species. Territorialism—can be defined as the defense of a
given area. Territorialism is a recent concept which was first described by
the English ornithologist, H.E. Howard, in his book Territory in Bird Life
(1920) .4
^Kenneth Little, "Personal Space," The Journal of Experimental
Social Psychology, (1965), vol. 1, pp. 237-247.
2lbid.
^Edward T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension , Garden City, New York:
Anchor Books, Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1969, p. 7.
^Ibid.
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Most of the research has been on freshwater fish, birds, and man-
mals. Laboratory studies and field observations have shown that many ani¬
mals claim certain areas of territories to be their own; and, therefore, do
not allow any other animals to enter within a certain distance of that particu¬
lar territory. H. Hediger the famous animal psychologist declares that:
Territoricality studies are already revising many of
basic ideas of animal life and human life as well. The
expression "free as a bird" is an encapsulation form of
man's conception of his relation to nature. He sees ani¬
mals as free to roam the world, while he, himself, is im¬
prisoned by society. Studies of territoriality show that
the reverse is closer to the truth and that animals are
often imprisoned in their own territories.^
Territoriality, has several Important functions which can be ex¬
plained by the mechanisms by which it serves the organism. These func¬
tions are described by the famous animal psychologist, H. H. Zurich, who
puts it this way:
Territoriality, insures the propagation of the species
by regulating density. It provides a frame in which
things are done, places to learn, play and hide.
Thus it coordinates the activities of the group and
holds the group together. It keeps animals within
communicating distance of each other, so that the
presence of food or an enemy can be signaled. An ani¬
mal with a territory of its own can develop an inventory
of reflect responses to terrain features. When danger
strikes, the animals, on its home ground, can take ad¬
vantage of automatic responses rather than having to




Studies, by Carpenter (1958) with monkeys have stated that the most im¬
portant function of territory is proper spacing. Proper spacing protects
organisms against overexploitation of that part of the environment on
which a species depends for its living. ^
Studies by A.D. Bain (1949), with the great tit^* have shown that
territoriality is associated with status. Studies by Calhoun (1961, 1962)
Christian, Flyer and Davis (1960) on wild Norway rats and Sike deer,
have found that overcrowding of a certain area by a species of animal
can lead to pathological disorders of both the physiological and be¬
havioral systems, which cause great die-outs of the animal population,
hitting hardest on the young and yet to be born. Crowding is a situation
in which a population density reaches a point where individual distance
O
can be held inviolable. Baxter and Deanovich found that female sub¬
jects project more anxiety in rating dolls on the Make A Picture Story
test in inappropriate crowded setting arrangements.
The major effect of crowding is that it creates stress upon the
individual. The studies by Calhoun, Christian Flyer, Davis, Baxter
and Deanovich hold major implications and warnings to human popula¬
tion control for the latter half of this century and the twenty-first
^Ibid., p. 9.
2
*The great tit (Parus Major), is a passerine bird.
^Kenneth Little. B, "Personal Space." The Journal of Experi-
mental Social Psychology (1965), vol. 1, pp. 237-247.
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century. Over-crowding of humans, in certain areas, "may" develop
into similar experiences in the Norway rats and Sike deer.
Although, there is a wealth of information on animal territorial-
ism , the reverse is not true in the experimental analysis of human
proxemics behavior, Sommer (1965) states that, "surprisingly little
is known about the way people use space.Little (1965), states;
*
"despite the work on the subprimate and the implications of Stern's and
Lewin's concepts, surprisingly little is known about the dimensions of
personal space in man."^ Little, states further that experimental work
in the area is scanty. ^ Sommer (1959, 1961, 1962) has concerned himself,
for the most part, with the distance most effective in eliciting conversational
interactions, the influence of various distance on leadership, and the effect
of distance on the interactions of patients.^ Kuethe (1962a, 1962b, 1964a)
has dealt tangentially with human personal space in his investigation of
social schemata.®






Little, finally, concludes that "the determinants of personal space
in man, their development, the effects of violation of personal space zones,
and boundary variations, under different settings and content of inter¬
action, have yet to be studied. ^ (Linder (1970) disappointedly, concluded
that, at the present, there is no systematic conceptual or research ration-
2
ale in the area. More recently, Duke and Nowickl (1972) stated that
the existing measurement methods of personal space are less than adequate
and also human distancing is far from being adequately conceptualized or
researched.^
The anthropologist, Edward L. Hall, who has done the most in¬
tensive study of human proxemics, has concluded that human proxemics
is culturally determined and varies from culture to culture. According to
Jones, Hall further states "that subcultural minorities, within national
cultures, are likely to maintain their own patterns in such core values
4
as the use and structuring of time and space.
hhid.
^John J. Hartnett, Kent G. Bailey and Frank W. Gibson , "Personal
Space and Influence By Sex and Type of Movement," The Journal of Psy¬
chology , 1970, vol. 76, pp. 139-144.
^Marshall P. Duke and Stephen Nowicki, Jr., "A New Measure
and Social-Learning Model for Interpersonal Distance," Journal of Ex¬
perimental Research in Personality, 6, Dec., 1972, p. 1.
Stanley E. Jones, "A Comparative Proxemics Analysis of Dyadlr
Interaction in Selected Subcultures of New York City, "The Journal of
Social Psychology, 1971, vol. 84, pp. 35-44.
6
However, Jones (1971) has stated that Hall himself provides no
quantified data to support his conclusions and he seems to rely on per¬
sonal experience and impressionistic accounts of field observations.^
The research that has been conducted in the laboratory situation is in¬
conclusive. 2 Carr (1967) according to Baster, states very little infor¬
mation is available to date regarding preferred interaction distances of
subcultural groups in this country.2 Several investigators, e.g.,
Waston and Craves (1968), Aiello and Jones (1970), Baxter (1970),
Jones (1971), Willis (1966), Efron (1941) have found differences in
proxemics patterns on the cultural and subcultural levels.^ Further re¬
search is needed in this area.
^Ibid.
2lbid.
3james C. Baxter, "Interpersonal Spacing in Natural Setting,"
Sociometry, (1970), vol. 33, No. 4, pp. 444-456.
%bid.
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Evolution of the Problem
The writers initial intersst in the study of proxemics behavior,
began during his first semester of graduate work at Atlanta University.
He was required to due a research project for a social psychology class;
however, he was lost as to a specific topic to do his research on. He was
finally convinced, by a professor in the Atlanta University Center, to do
research on interpersonal distance or proxemics. Upon exploring the
writers found an area of psychology totally unknown to him that is open
to research and fun to do research in. This is the basic rationale behind
this thesis.
Contributions to educational knowledge
The study of proxemics behavior in man is a new concept in the
psychological literature which has not received proper experimental inves¬
tigation, therefore, any study done in this area on man, sheds light on the
determinants of proxemics behavior in man. This study also hopes to
obtain information on the way black and white college students perceptually
space different imaginary individuals (stimuli) according to their race
and sex. Another significant aspect of this study will be the use of the
recently developed psychometric Instrument, the Comfortable Interpersonal
Distance Scale (CID). This Instrument was developed in (1971). Any
research performed with this instrument gives more information on the
effectiveness of this instrument on measuring perpetual proxemics.
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Statement of the problem.—The problem with which this study was
concerned was that of determining whether race and sex had a significant
effects on perceptual distancing of imaginary stimuli within a sample of
college and university students.
Limitation of the study.—The findings of this study are limited to the
selected predominantly black population even though a small biased sample
of white subjects was used also.
Locale of the study—This study was conducted at Spelman and Morehouse
Colleges, Emory University and Atlanta University, Atlanta Georgia.
Purpose.—More specifically the purpose of this study was to test
the following hypotheses:
1. There will be no statistically significant difference between
the perceived distancing of black and white imaginary stimuli
by black males.
2. There will be no statistically significant difference between
the perceived distancing of black and white imaginary
stimuli by black females.
3. There will be no statistically significant difference between
the perceived distancing of black and white imaginary
stimuli by white males.
4. There will be no statistically significant difference between
the perceived distancing of black and white Imaginary
stimuli by white females.
Operational definitions.—The following terms will have the meaning listed
below in this study.
1. Proxemlcs—refers to interpersonal distancing.
9
2. Territorialisni"refers to the defense of a given area,
3. Cro—refers to the Comfortable Interpersonal Distance Scale.
Method of research.—The normative-survey method of research, employing
the technique of statistical analysis was used in this study.
Research procedure—All of the subjects were gien the Comfortable
Interpersonal Distance Scale within their group setting. The black female
and black male subjects were tested on the same day. Approximately two
weeks later the white subjects were given the Comfortable Interpersonal
Distance scale in their group setting. The following test instructions were
given to all of the four groups.
"I would like for you to imagine that you are standing in the
center of a diagram room and this room has eight different doors which are
entries into the center of the room," You are standing in the center of
the room and you are facing door number one and through door number
one walks an adult black male and he is walking directly toward you.
Mark on line one where you would like for him to stop approaching
you."
This same test instruction was given for each of the three remaining
imaginary stimuli in this order. White female door 3, black female door 1,
and white male door 8.
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Description of Materials and Instruments
The Comfortable Interpersonal Distance Scale, (CID) , was used
to obtain the data on perceived distance (see figure 1). This scale Is a
paper and pencil test, which Is based on an actual body-boundary rooms
developed by Rowls, Lrego, and McGaffey (1969), and Frankel and Barrett
(1971). ^ The figural layout of (CID) Is In the form of a plane with eight
radl emanating from a common point, each 80 MM radius being associated
with a randomly numbered "entrance" to what Is presented as an Imaginary
2
room. Distance between the center point and location on a given radius Is
easily measurable and reflects the assumption that Interpersonal space Is a
3
continuous variable. Typical Instructions ask subjects to Imagine themselves
at the center point of a diagramed room and to respond to Imaginary persons
(stimuli) approaching them along a particular radius by making a mark on
the radius Indicating where they would prefer the specific stimulus to halt,
l.e., where they think they might begin to feel uncomfortable with the stimulus
closeness.^ Subject's responses are recorded as the distance. In millimeters,
between the mark on specific radius and the center of the CID. ^
^ Marshall P. Duke and Stephen Nowlckl, J r., op. cfi., p. 1-16.
2lbld.





Studies by Duke and Mowicki (1971), on the approach of same sex
or opposite sex in high school students, have obtained reliability coefficients
of .68 for males when approached by the same sex .79 when approached by
opposite sex .77 for females when approached by same sex, and .83 for
females when approached by persons of the opposite sex.^
Constract Validity
The comfortable interpersonal distance scale has also been validated
on real life measures of approaching stimuli. Studies by Martin (1972),
relating (CID) responses to actual approach in a body-boundary room, have
reported correlations of . 65 for the same sex to . 71 for the opposite sex in
2
white college students. Studies by Johnson (1972) have reported correlations
of . 83 and . 84 between (CID) responses and actual approaches for same and
3
opposite sex in a sample of black college students.
Description of subjects.—A total of 130 black subjects 67 males and
63 females from Morehouse and Spelman Colleges were involved in this study.
These subjects were freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors in the
1972-73 academic school year. The age range of these subjects was from
17-25 years of age.




A total of 84 white students 40 males and 44 females were
obtained from Emory University through the help of Dr, Marshall P. Duke.
These subjects were freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors in the
1972-73 academic year, ranging in age from 19-25. Due to the policies of the
Emory University research council, subjects could only be obtained on a
voluntary basis due to the fact that students at Emory receive course credit
for participating in research. They received no credit for participating in
this research.
Survey of related literature
The original study of personal space or proxemics behavior began
with the writings of Franz Boas, over fifty years ago, dealing with the
communication between cultures. The initial study of proxemics, as a
separate study within the framework of communication, began with Katz,
in 1937. As stated previously in this study, most of the research work has
been done on animal territorialism; but, there is still a need for more
experimental research on human proxemics behavior.
Edward T. Hall was one of the first researchers to make an indepth
study of proxemics behavior. Most of Hall's work has been done on cultural
and intercultural proxemics behavior. The basic hypothesis of Hall's work
is and attack on the assumption that:
13
Experience is what all men share, that is it is always
possible somehow to bypass language and culture and
to refer back to experience in order to reach another
human being. This implicit belief concerning man's
relations to experiences was based on the assumption
that, when two human beings are subjected to the same
"experience," virtually the same data are being fed to
the two central nervous systems; and that the two brains
record similarly. ^
Hall states that, proxemics research costs serious doubt on the
2
validity of this assumption, particularly when the cultures are different.
This is so because people of different cultures speak different languages
and inhabit different "sensory worlds," in which space is the silent
language. The empirical analysis of Hall's assumption, about proxemics
differences between cultures and subcultures by other investigators, will
follow Hall's basic system of proxemics notation.
According to Duke and Norwicki, Hall, (1963), has further con¬
ceptualized that proxemics in humans as a series of concentric circles
O
surrounding an individual.'^ He proposed that both degree of intimacy and
particular function of relations determined the specific circle in which
types of Interactions took place. ^ Hall has further divided his proxemics
circles for humans into four categories, the intimate, personal, social, and
^Edward T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension. (New York: Doubleday
and Company, 1966), p. 2.
^Ibid.
^Duke and Nor^cki, op. c^., p. 2.
hhid.
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public distance, each having a close and a far phase. ^ Each of these
four categories will be explained in the following passages:
Intimate Distance—Close Phase (Distance: zero to six inches).
This is the distance of lovemaking and wrestling, comforting
and protecting. Physical contact or the high possibility of
physical involvement is uppermost in the awareness of both
persons. These use of their distance receptors is greatly re¬
duced except for olfaction and sensation of radiant heat both
of which are stepped up. When close vision is possible within
the intimate range—as with children—the image is greatly
enlarged and stimulates much, if not all, of the retina. Vocali¬
zation at intimate distance plays a very minor part in the
communication process. A whisper has the effect of expand¬
ing the distance.^
It can be stated that, in the close phase of Intimate distance, the
personal space barriers are completely broken down.
3
Intimate Distance—Far Phase (Distance: six to eighteen inches)
That this distance,
Heads, thighs, and pelvis are not easily brought into contact,
but hands can reach and grasp extremities. The head is seen
as enlarged in size, and its features are distorted. Clear
vision (15 degrees) includes the upper or lower portion of
the face, which is perceived as enlarged. The nose is seen
as over-large and may look distorted, as will other features
such as lips, teeth, and tongue. At six to eighteen inches,
the voice is used but normally held at a very low level or
even a whisper. Heat loss or gain from another person's body
begins to be noticed by some subjects.^
^Hall, op c^., p. 117.
^Ibid.
%all, opc^., p. 118.
^Ibid.
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Hall has made the following Interesting observation about Americans and the
far phase intimate distance range.
Much of the physical discomfort that Americans experience,
when foreigners are inappropriately inside the intimate
sphere, is expressed as a distortion of the visual system. One
subject said, "These people get so close, you're cross-eyed.
It really makes me nervous. They put their face so close it
feels like they're inside you." This expresses how many
Americans perceive their body boundaries.^
Personal Distance—Close Phase (Distance: one and a half to
2
two and a half feet).
At this distance, one can hold or grasp the other person.
Visual distortion of the other's features is no longer apparent.
The planes and roundness of the face are accentuated; the
noise projects and the ears recede; fine hair of the face, eye¬
lashes, and pores is clearly visible. The three-dimensional
quality of objects is particularly pronounced. Objects have
roundness, substance, and form unlike that perceived at any
other distance,^
Personal Distance—Far phase (Distance: two and a half to
four feet).
Keeping someone at "arms length" is one way of expressing
the far phase of personal distance.^
Subjects of personal interest and involvement can be discussed
at this distance. Head size is perceived as normal and details






easily seen are fine details of skin, gray hair, "sleep" in the
eye, stains on teeth, spots, small wrinkles, or dirt on cloth¬
ing. The voice level is moderate. No body heat is perceptible.'^
Social Distance—Close Phase (Distance: four to seven feet)
Head size is perceived as normal; as one moves away from the
subject, the foveal area of the eye can take in an increasing
amount of the person. Details of skin texture and hair are
clearly perceived.^
Impersonal business occurs at this distance, and in the close
phase there is more involvement than in the distant phase.
It is also very common distance for people who are attending a
casual social gathering. To stand and look down at a person
at this distance has a domineering effect, as when a man talks
to his secretary or receptionist.^
Social Distance—Far Phase (Distance; seven to twelve feet)
This is the distance to which people move when someone says,
"Stand away so I can look at you." Business and social dis¬
course conducted at the far end of social distance has a more
formal character than if it occurs inside the close phase. ^
At this distant phase, the voice level is noticeably louder than
for the close phase, and it can be heard easily in an adjoining
room if the door is open. A proxemic feature of social distance
(far phase) is that it can be used to Insulate or screen people
from each other. During conversations of any significant
length it is more important to maintain Visual contact at this
distance than it is at closer distance. ®
Public Distance—Close Phase (Distance: twelve to twenty-five
feet)
^Ibid., 0£. _cU., p. 120.





At twelve feet an alert subject can take evasive or defensive
action if threatened. The distance may even cue a vestigial
but subliminal form of flight reaction.^
Fine details of the skin and eyes are no longer visible. At
sixteen feet, the body begins to lose its roundness and to look
flat. The color of the eyes begins to be imperceivable; only
the white of the eye is visible. Head size is perceived as con¬
siderably under life-size. ^
Public Distance--?ar Phase (Distance: twenty-five feet or more)
Thirty feet is the distance that is automatically set around im¬
portant public figures. The usual public distance is not re¬
stricted to public figures but can be used by anyone on public
occasions. At this distance phase, the voice, by everything
else, must be exaggerated or amplified. Much of the nonverbal
part of communication shifts to gestures and body stance. ^
In addition, the tempo of the voice drops and words are enun¬
ciated more clearly. At this distance phase people look like
ants—contact with them as human beings fades rapidly.^
In relationship to the four distance zones, Hall, further states,
The specific distance chosen depends on the transaction and
the relationship of the interacting Individuals. The four part
classification system used here is based on observations of
both animals and men. Birds and apes exhibit intimate, per¬
sonal, and social distance just as man does.^
Hall places animal territory and human proxemics on the same level
of measurement. However, Robert Sommer, who is one of the first experimen¬
tal investigators of "personal space," as he named it, distinguishes animal







The most important difference is that personal space is car¬
ried around while territory is relatively stationary. The ani¬
mal or man will usually mark the boundaries of his territory
so that they are visible to others, but the boundaries of per¬
sonal space are invisible. Personal space has the body as
its center, while territory does not. Often the center of ter¬
ritory is the home of the animal or man.^
Animals will usually fight to maintain dominion over their terri¬
tory but, will withdraw if others intrude into their personal
space.
Several Investigators Felipe and Sommer (1966) and Little (1965) do
not agree with Hall's assumption that proxemics is a concentric circle around
an organism. Studies by Felipe and Sommer (1966) empirically demonstrated
that territories existed and varied on the setting and interpersonal stimuli
and concluded that concentric circles do not accurately represent the phenom¬
ena.^ Little (1965), hypothesized and empirically demonstrated, through the
use of the quasi-projective technique and live interactions, that the average
interaction distance would increase with increased impersonality of the set¬
ting . ^ In another study by Little (1965) tested the hypothesis that if the in¬
teractions between two persons, classified variously as friends, acquaintances,
or as strangers then it would take place at an increasing rank order of dis¬
tance.^ The results of the experiment showed that setting, degrees of ac¬
quaintances and the interaction distance between the subjects were
IRobert Sommer, "Studies in Personal Space." Sociometry, 1959, 22,
260-274.
2Duke and Norwicki, op. cit., p. 2.
SKenneth B. Little, "Personal Space." Journal of Experimental
Social Psychology 1965, 1, 237-247.
4Little, op. cit., pp. 237-247.
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significant for the women with a correlation of . 81 and males with a non¬
significant correlation of .68 using the Sperman Brown coefficient,!
As stated previously. Hall hypothesized that cultures and subcul¬
tures differ in the way people relate spatially and that Hall himself provides
no quantified data to support his conclusions and he seemed to rely on personal
experience and impressionistic accounts of field observations.^ For example,
Hall states that;
Americans and Arabs live in different sensory worlds much of
the time and do not use the same senses even to establish most
of the distance maintained during conversation. Arabs make
more use of olfaction and touch than Americans. Apparently,
even the Arab's experience of the body in its relation to the
ego is different from our own. ^
Hall states further:
American women who have married Arabs in this country and
who have known only the learned American side of their per¬
sonality have often observed that their husbands assume dif¬
ferent personalities when they return to their homelands where
they are again immersed in Arab communication and are cap¬
tives of Arab perception. They become in every sense of the
word quite different people. ^
Subcultures are thought to differ in such "proxemic" relationships
so, the effect beings to consolidate each minority group and isolate it from
llbid.
2Jones, op.jcit., p. 35.
3Hall, op._cff., p. 3.
4Hall, op. cit., p. 3.
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others, making intergroup communication more difficult.^
In relationship to the differences in proxemic patterns between sub¬
cultures , Hall states that:
The American Negroes and people of Spanish culture who are
flocking to our cities are being very seriously stressed. Not
only are they in a setting that does not fit them, but they have
passed the limits of their own tolerance to stress. The United
States is faced with the fact that two of its creative and sensi¬
tive peoples are in the process of being destroyed; and, like
Samson, could bring down the structure that houses us all.^
Several investigators had conducted experiments to test Hall's hypoth¬
eses on cultural and subcultural levels. On the cross-cultural level, Forster
and Larson (1968) found no evidence for the expectation that Latin American
students would sit closer to one another than American students. ^ Waston
and Graves (1966), did find that Arab foreign students confronted each other
more directly, moved closer together, and were apt to look each other squarely
in the eye than Americans, as predicted from Hall's observations.^
Early studies by Efron (1941) found differences in body contact and
spacing patterns between East Europeans Jewish and Southern Italians.^
IJohn R. Aiello and Stanley Jones, "Field Study of the Proxemic
Behavior of Young School Children in Three Subcultural Groups," The
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Vol. 19, pp. 351-56.
2Hall, op. cit., p. 6.
SJones, op. cit., pp. 35-36.
4Ibid.
5James C. Baxter, "Interpersonal Spacing in Natural Settings,"
Sociometry, (1970), Vol. 33, No. 4, p. 444-456.
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Efron's general findings were that Jewish subjects maintained greater close¬
ness and more physical contact among themselves.^ Willis (1966), found race
differences between black and white college students. The most important
finding ofWillis', study is that black subjects generally tended to greet others
2
(especially other blacks) at greater distances. Studies by Aiello and Jones
(1970), have found that middle-class white children stood farther apart than
lower class black and Puerto Rican children.^ Jones's study also found that
black children stood less direct than did the white children. ^
Their study also revealed sex differences in spacing in white middle
class children in that, (white males stood farther apart than white females)
this was not found in black and Puerto Rican children. Aiello and Jones give
three possible explanations for the differences in proxemics behavior found
in their study.
First, since verbal behavior was not monitored in the study,
the possibility is left open that the lower class and middle class
children were involved in two separate kinds of interaction
which might be differentially related to proxemic behavior. °
llbid.
2Ibid.
3John R. Aiello and Stanley E. Jones, op._cU., p. 351-356.
4Ibid.
5Aiello and Jones, op. cit., p. 355.
6Ibid.
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A second alternative explanation would be that the
density of children varied from one playground to
the other. Greater restriction on the space
available for Interaction in the black and Puerto
Rican shcool presumably might account for closer
interaction distance.^
However, Aiello and Jones have indicated that the playground space
differences were small. A third possible explanation is that:
Black and Puerto Rican children observed in the
study attended the same school, they may have
had considerable interaction with one another and
because more nearly alike in proxemic behavior
than would ordinarily be the case.^
Aiello and Jones have stated that further research, employing schools
that have more homogeneous black or Puerto Rican populations, is desirable
in order to better assess whether children in these subcultures do differ.^
Studies by Baxter (1970), using outdoor and indoor interactions in the Houston
zoo, found differences in interpersonal distance between Anglo-Black and
Mexican-Americans.
Anglos (whites) and Blacks showed sex group
differences such that the male-female groups
stood most distant in relation to each other.
The Mexicans showed female-female group
interacted most proximally, while the male-male
group was most distant.^
lAlello and Jones, 0£._cR., p. 355.
2Ibid., p. 356
3Alello and Jones, oi?. cit., p. 355.
4Baxter, op. cit., p. 451.
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An interesting finding of Baxter's study is that Anglo (white)
children essentially failed to show sex group effects, while both Mexican
and Black children showed strong, albeit different patterns. ^ These finding
are contradictory to Aiello and Jones' study who found sex differences
between white children in spacing and no differences in spacing between
Black and Puetro Rican children. The two different findings may reflect
the effects of different settings and the present of adults in Baxter's study.
Another important finding of Baxter's study was that Mexicans interacted
more closely in outdoor settings and the Blacks interacted more closely in
indoor setting. A study by Baxter and Phelps (1970), using Negro preschool
children, found that closer doll placement occurred in the indoor setting than
3
in the outdoor setting.
Jones (1971), found no difference between Blacks, Puerto Ricans
and Italians in shoulder axis orientation in these three subcultures of New
York City.^ Duke and Nowicki found that white elementary school children
distance black stimuli on (CID) further away than whites, with black males
^Baxter, op. cit. , p. 451.
^Ibld.
^Ibid., p. 453.
^ones, op. cit., p. 39.
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being distanced the most.^ Duke and Nowicki also found that white females,
distanced the blacks less than did the white males. It was generally found
2
that males distanced approachers more than females. The results of these
studies on cultural and subcultural proxemics behavior only indicate that
further research is needed in these two areas.
Keuthe (1962), has studied and researched interpersonal distance
by a processes he called social schemas.^ Keuthe has hypothesized that
human beings possess schemas by which they tend to think of persons
belonging together in much the same way as they perceived objects as
belonging together in the classical Gestalt sense.^ In order to measure and
demonstrate social schemas, Keuthe developed the felt figure placement
technique.
Tolor states that Kuethe has used the notion that the way children and
adults construct interpersonal space is a function of their social schemata
which provide frames of reference for organizing and responding to social
stimuli. ^
Marshall P. Duke and Stephen Nowicki, Jr. Perceived Interpersonal
Distance As A Function of the Subjects' Focus of Control And the Race and Sex
of Stimuli In Elementary and High School Children. Unpublished research,
Emory University, p. 3.
^Ibid.




stimuli. Inherent in this approach is the assumption that physical distance,
placed between human figures on a field, can be equated with psychological
2
distance. Several investigtors have supported Keuthe's rationale. Weinstern
(1965) found that emotionally disturbed children construct humans, especially
3
adult females, more negatively. Hobbs (1966) found that, following a program
of reeducation for emotionally disturbed children, there was a change in
4
structuring of interpersonal space more in line with that of normal children.
Fisher (1967) found that normal boys placed human figures more closely
5
together than did boys showing disruptive behavior in the classroom. In a
study by Tolor and Orange (1968), it was demonstrated that disadvantaged
children consistently placed further apart all classes of social stimuli than
did non-disadvantaged children, but did not differ in their placement of
0
neutral stimuli. Tolor found no significant differences between disturbed and
^Alexander Tolor, "Psychological Distance in Distrubed and Normal
Children," Psychological Reports, 1968, 23, pp. 695-701.
2







Normal children on their placement of Negro, and white male and female
stimuli on the social schemata technique. ^
Studies by Sommer (1959), on small group ecology, found that
individuals used the corners of tables or (high proximity) locations
2
afforded the most effective relationships. In another study by Sommer
(1962), he Investigated the effects of varying the side by side distance on the
way people sit. The following side-by-side setting patterns were observed:
When the chairs were 1 or 2 feet across from one
another, regardless of the side by side distance,
the people usually sat opposite one another. When
the chairs were 3 feet across from one another
when the chairs were 2 feet side by side. When the
chairs were 4 feet opposite one another, the people
started sitting across from one another when the
side by side distance was 3 feet or greater. When
the chairs were 5 feet across from one another, the
people started sitting opposite one another when
the side by side distance was 4 feet or greater.
When the side by side distance was 1 foot, people
did not begin sitting side-by-side until the chairs
were 3 feet across or greater. When the side-by-
side distance was 2 feet, the people didn't start
sitting side-by-side until the distance across was
4 feet or greater. When the side-by-side distance
was 3 or 4 feet, the people didn't start sitting side-
^ Ibid.
O
*Duke and Nowicki, op. cU., p. 5.
^Robert Sommer, "The Distance for Comfortable Conversion, A
Further Study," Sociometry, 1962, Vol. 25, pp. 111-116.
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by-side until the distance across was 5 feet
When the side by side distance was 5 feet, the
people never sat side-by-side/
From these observations it was found that people preferred to sit
2
across from one another rather than side by side.
Felipe and Sommer (1966) have also studied space violations in a
University library through the used of experimenter confederates. In this
study, the confederates were directed to sit at different levels of proximity
3
to the subjects. Measuring the amount of time each subject remained in
his place after the intrusion, it was found that violation of space resulted
4
in more rapid flight from the scene than non-violation.
Patterson, Mullens and Romano (1971) studied the effects of immediacy
of an intruder in a university library setting. Their study revealed that few
subjects left during the ten minute period of intrusion, there was evidence
showing that, among those who left, the shortest latencies were in the condition
5
of greatest immediacy.
^Sommer, op. cit., p. 113.
^Ibid.
O
Duke and Nowicki, 0£. cR., p. 5.
^Ibid.
^Miles L. Patterson, Sherry Mullers and Jeanne Romano, "Compensatory
Reactions to Spatial Intrusion," Sociometry, 1971, Vol. 34, No. 1, pp. 114-121.
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People also resist the invasion of their personal space in crowded
situations and will demand a certain proximial distance. Aerial photographic
studies of crowds by Jacobs, have shown that people in dense crowds
need sit to eight square feet each, while people in loose crowds require an
average of ten square feet.^ Crowd size, Jacobs finally concluded, could be
gauged by the formal, length times width divided by a correction factor that
took density of the crowd into account. This gave the actual number of
o
people in any gathering.*
There is also a relationship between crowd temper and personal space.
O
Men react very strongly when their personal space or territory is invaded.'^
As a crowd gets larger and tighter and more compact, it may also get uglier.
A loose crowd may be easier to handle.^
The need for personal space was known to Freud,
who always arranged his sessions so that the
patient would lie on the couch while he sat in a
chair out of the patient's side. In this way, there
was no intrusion upon the patient's personal space.^
The police also use the invasion of personal space zones in effective
interrogation and obtaining confessions from criminals.





^ Fast, o£. ^., p. 42.
5 Ibid.
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A textbook, on criminal interrogation and
confessions, suggests that the questioner
sit chose to the suspect and that there be no
table or other obstacle between them .^
The invasion of employee personal space by management has a profound
effect up work performance. Fast states that the higher-up who leans over the
subordinate's desk throws the subordinate off balance. The department head
who crowds rest to the worker while Inspecting his work makes the worker
O
uneasy and insecure. Even when driving a car a tarlgator makes one
nervous, because the body of the car becomes an outward extension of the
personal space zones.
Proxemics behavior is also related to the amount of eye c»n1act given
between individuals. Studies by Aiggle and Dean (1965), have found that
people stand closer to other persons when their eyes are shut.^ This was
greatest for the opposite sex pairs.^ Argyle and Dean have related the belief
that behavior is due to the establishment of an equilibrium distance through eye
hhid.
%ast, op. c^, p. 43.
^Michael Aiggle and Janet Dean, "Eye-Contact, Distance and
Affilation," Sociometry, 1965, Vol. 28, pp. 289-305.
^Ibid.
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contact. Their study also reveals that reducing eye contact makes
greater proximity possible and that greater proximity reduces eye-
contact.^ Mehiabian (1969) has stated that whenever a negative attitude
2
is present, there is less eye contact and greater body distance. Males
tend to have less eye contact with disliked individuals and greater dis-
O
tance, whether male or female.
Studies by Dosey and Meisels (1969) investigated the effects of the psychological
environment (feeling state) and personality characteristic on personal space,
with three different distance measures, subjects approach to each other, seat
taking close or far from the experimenter, and trace of one silouette in relation
4
to another. The results of this study were a lack of consistency between
the three experimental measures of personal space and a lack of relationship
between personal space and personality variables. However, master's
^Aiggle and Dean, op. cit., pp. 289-304.
^A. Mehiabian and T. J. Friar, "Encoding of Attitude by a Seated
Communicator Via Posture and Position Cues, "Journal of Consulting and
Clinical Psychology, 1969, Vol. 33, pp. 330-336.
^Ibid.
\lichael A. Dosey and Murry Meisels, "Personal Space and Self
Protection, "Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 1969, Vol. 11,
No. 2, pp. 93-97.
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thesis by John L. Williams, determined that introverts tended to keep
people at greater conversational distances than extroverts.^ In another
study, Hartnell, Bailey and Gibson (1970) found that subjects scoring
high on a heterosexuality measure demonstrated lesser human distance
magnitudes when approaching or being approached by an opposite sex,
2
than did subjects who score low on a heterosexuality measure.
Studies by Dr. Augustus F. Kinzel, at the U. S. Medical Center
for Federal Prisoners using real approach stimuli, found that prisoners
who were guilty of violent assaults on other prison inmates distances the
approaching experimenter further away than the non-violent group.
After repeating the experiment several times, it was found that each
prisoner had a definite body zone which Dr. Kenzel labeled a "body
3
buffer zone.". It was finally concluded that the violent group of pri¬
soners went into an unreal panic when someone intruded upon their
larger-than-normal body zones. This panic and its resulting violence
4
occurred at a distance that other people would consider normal.
Frankel and Barrett (1971), using the body boundary room,
found that white American males scored high in authoritarianism and
^Fast, op, cU., p. 44.
2
John J. Hartnett, Kent G. Bailey and Frank W. Gibson, Jr,,
op. cit., p. 139-144.
3
Fast, op. cU. p. 48.
'^Ibid
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low in self-esteem placed black stimuli further away regardless of level
of this personality trait. ^
Meisels and Canter (1970) conducted an experiment to test a
hypothesis that greater spatial distance would be used under the stress
2
of talking about a difficult topic and by introverted and deviant subjects.
The results of this experiment were that, difficult conversation topics
did not lead to greater distance; and, in contrast with previous research,
introversion and diviancy did not correlate significantly with individual
3
distance. Since the results of this study does not conform with other
previous research in the area, Meisels and Canter state that one explana¬
tion of these findings relates to the notion that personal space does not
4
appear to be a unitary phenomenon. Correlations between different
spatial indices (sitting, standing, paper and pencil measures) are often
quite low (Dorsey & Meisels, 1969; Rawls, Liego & McGaffey, 1968) This
Steven Frankel and James Barrett, Variations in personal space
as a function of authoritarianism, self-esteem, racial characteristics of
a stimulus situation," Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology,
(1971) , vol. 37, No. 1, p. 95-98.
2
Murry Meisels and Francis M. Canter, "Personal Space and Per¬
sonality Characteristics A Non-Confirmation", Psychological Reports,
1970, vol. 27, p. 287-290.
%id.
4lbld.
^Meisels and Canter, op. c^., p. 287-290.
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suggests that the relationship between personality disposition and per¬
sonal space is complex and dependent on the type of situation studied
and spatial measures used.
In connection with the body-boundary room, Duke and Nowicki
have developed the comfortable impersonal distance scale. The psy¬
chometric and construct types of validity of scale have been previously
discussed. However, Duke and Nowicki have used (CID) to test three
propositions on interpersonal distance taken from previous literature.
These three propositions will be discussed separately.
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Proposition 1: People maintain greater distance from persons of a different
race. (Lett, 1969)^ This has been shown, for example, in results reported
2
by Tolor, (1968) and Campbell, Kruskal and Wallace (1966). In order
to test this proposition with (CID), Duke and Nowicki, tested black and
white, elementary, high school and college students on different race,
3
same race stimuli. The results of this study showed that persons of
different races were kept further away than those of the same race
(all t's significant at .05 or better; range of t's 2.65 - 4.73)
The proposition holds for all age groups and both racial groups.^
Proposition 2: Prepubescent children prefer opposite sex further away
than same sex. This proposition derives from folklore as wels as the
work of Meisels and his associates (Meisels andGuardo, 1969, etc.) who
reported this developmental difference in prefered distance from opposite
7
sex stimulus for both sexes of subjects.
^








To test this proposition, Duke and Nowicki reanalyzed the data on the
elementary school children in proposition 1 and found that a decrease in
distancing of the opposite sex with the coming of adolescence was signifi¬
cant beyond the .01 level {t = 4.86 males; and 3.81, females)
Proposition 3: (Lett et. al., 1969; Proposition 16) The more people like
2
each other the closer their interpersonal distance. This proposition
holds for children (King, 1966) college students (Klerk, 1967; Little,
3
1965) and for males (King, 1966) as well as females (Little, 1965).
Duke and Nowicki tested proposition three with (CID) on twenty white
male and female college students, using a same sex friend, a same sex
stranger; an opposite sex friend, and an opposite sex stranger as stimuli
4
for (CID). The results of this study were that friends were placed signifi¬
cantly closer than strangers for both sexes of stimulus and subject.^ The
results from the three propositions argue that the (CID) provides a satis-
0









Duke and Nowicki have also researched proxemic behavior on a
theoretical level. These authors have related proxemic behavior in man
to Rotter's social learning theory for three reasons.
Firstly, our orientation is that social behavior is learned
and follows clearly delineable rules. Secondly,
empirical studies reported by (Tolor, Brannigan, and
Murphy, 1970; Tolor and Jalowiec, 1968) indicate that
laws of control (a generalized expectancy and an
Integral part of social learning theory) served as a
mediator in Interpersonal distancing responses.^
Thirdly, it has become clear from our data that inter¬
personal distance is the result of an interaction between
and individual's prior history of reinforcement vis-a-
vis others as well as the context in which the behavior
occurs. Potter's social learning theory specifically
emphasizes these two factors in the determination of
behavior and thus seems to bear directly on the
phenomenon. ^
In order to get a better understanding of proxemics behavior, a
brief description of Potter's theory is needed.
The expectancies of individuals for situations are
determined by the reinforcement history of the situa¬
tion and the expectancies of positive reinforcement in a
situation. The specific expectancy for a particular
situation generalizes to similar situations so that both
specific and general expectancies act in combination with
reinforcement value to determine behavior. Thus,
behavior potential, then is a function of expectancy and
reinforcement value.^
Duke and Norwicki state:
In social learning theory it is the situation as a complex
set of cues which provides for the elicitation of the
expectancies.
^Duke and Norwicki, op. cit., p. 10
2lbid.
3
Duke and Norwicki, op, cit., p. 10
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A major outgrowth of social learning theory involves
measurement of generalized expectancies. The most
significant ^ong these has been the construct of laws
of controls. ^
Rotter defines laws of control thusly:
When a reinforcement is perceived by the subject as
following some action of his own but not being entirely
contingent upon his action, then, in our culture, it is typi¬
cally perceived as the result of luck, chance, fate, as under
the control of powerful others, or as unpredictable because
of the great complexity of the forces surrounding him.
When the event is interpreted in this way by an individual,
we have labeled this a belief in external control.*^
If the person perceives that the event is contingent upon
his own behavior or his own relatively permanent
characteristic, he may develop a belief in internal control.^
Duke and Nowicki have performed two experiments on interpersonal distancing
based on social learning theory and laws of control. In the first study, it
was found that there was no difference between internals and externals
with regard to mean distance from "friends" or "parents" but there were
significant differences between the laws of control groups when strangers
4
were approach stimuli. The external distanced strangers farther away
than internals.
Duke and Norwicki also found significant correlations between
laws of control and distancing for same sex stranger, . 39 (p . 01) and
opposite sex stranger, .41 (p .01). 4





The mean distances from this study and study I were obtained from (CID)
and the internality, externality of the subjects were obtained by the
Adult Nowicki-Strickland Laws of Control scale (ANSIE) . In the second
experiment by (Duke, Johnson, and Nowicki, 1972), stimuli for which
it was assumed there would be specific expectancies available were
"mother" and "father."^ Strangers were chosen on the basis of their
being "authority figures" like parents. These included a policeman.
President Nixon and a university professor. *
Duke and Nowicki made two predications from the outcomes of
this experiment.
It was predicted that since laws of control would be a
mediator for strangers (no experience base) there would
be a significant difference between mean distances for
Internals and externals (i.e., laws of control would have
an effect on distance). Further, for mother and father,
stimuli for which specific expectancies are available,
no difference between internals and externals was
expected. ^
The results of the experiment showed that Internals distanced
now familiar authorities less than externals. In the case of mother
father, as predicted, there was no difference between preferred distance
of internals and externals.4
^Ibid.
^Ibid.
^Duke and Nowicki, op. cit., p. 13.
^Ibid.
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Duke and Nowickl also performed correlations between laws
of control and distance. These were as follows: .62 (p<^ .01);
President Nixon, .48 (p<i.05); professor, .47 (p‘>^.05); mother , .15
(p^lO); father, .08 (p^.lO) . Thus, results generally showed that only
in the instances where no specific expectancy was available for expectancy
estimation was laws of control a significant mediating variable in distancing
decisions. ^
Duke and Nowickl finally conclude that only through theoretical
and systematic investigations of this phenomenon can sense be made of
2
the crazy quilt patch work of previous interpersonal distance findings.




PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
OF THE DATA
This chapter will present, analyze, and Interpret the data obtained
from the subjects utilized in this study. The data pertain to the distance per¬
ceptions of black male, black female, white male and white female college sub¬
jects of black and white imaginary stimuli.
The black subjects attended two private liberal arts colleges in
the Atlanta University Center during the 1972-73 school year. The white
subjects were undergraduate students attending Emory University during
the 1972-73 school year.
Table 1 contains the scores made by the black females in responses
to black stimuli.
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Perhaps the major characteristic of the data in Table 1 is the
fact that they vary greatly. Those data constituting the male stimuli
vary greater than those stimuli data for the female subjects.
Table 2 contains the scores made by the black female in response
to white stimuli.
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73.0 80.0 74.0 72.0
29.0 79.0 80.0 24.0
72.0 80.0 48.0 29.0
74.0 51.0 59.0 69.0















42.0 63.0 78.0 41.0
19.0 75.0 72.0 78.0
72.0 79.0 75.0 36.0
41.0 80.0 28.0 37.0















The data in Table 2 show a wider variation for the male than for
the female stimulus. However, both types of stimuli data vary greatly.
Table 3 contains the scores made by the black male participants
in response to black stimuli.
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10.0 45.0 15.0 70.0 4.0 1.0 11.0 17.0
3.0 57.0 36.0 39.0 23.0 5.0 9.0 .90
57.0 15.0 72.0 79.0 5.0 5.0 76.0 3.0
15.0 37.0 20.0 30.0 1.0 3.0 10.0 1.0
80.0 3.0 22.0 76.0 35.0 3.0 15.0 43.0
57.0 10.0 3.0 70.0 11.0 1.0 5.0 18.0
16.0 48.0 78.0 70.0 4.0 15.0 1.0 1.0
36.0 80.0 75.0 11.0 1.0 6.0
50.0 18.0 10.0 1.0 12.0 2.0
6.0 40.0 42.0
80.0 28.0 30.0 5.0 8.0 10.0
16.0 46.0 63.0 9.0 12.0 9.0
24.0 40.0 43.0 37.0 12.0 3.0
65.0 9.0 15.0 14.0 12.0 3.0
43.0 13.0 23.0 24.0 6.0 3.0
27.0 5.0 18.0 1.0 11.0 16.0
34.0 77.0 53.0 12.0 1.0 11.0
10.0 11.0 14.0 48.0 1.0 14.0
24.0 79.0 41.0 39.0 11.0 6.0
49.0 11.0 24.0 13.0 4.0 11.0
13.0 11.0 22.0
The data in Table 3 show side variations within both groups.
However, the variations within the female stimulus was greater.
Table 4 contains the responses of black males to the white
stimuli.
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80.0 80.0 50.0 70.0
80.0 80.0 47.0 41.0
80.0 41.0 80.0 80.0
20.0 77.0 9.0 30.0
80.0 80.0 30.0 80.0
70.0 80.0 9.0 76.0














43.0 80.0 18.0 16.0
5.0 44.0 10.0 45.0
80.0 80.0 6.0 10.0
17.0 7.0 39.0 5.0
80.0 50.0 30.0 78.0
68.0 15.0 6.0 4.0














The data in Table 4 reveal great variations within each group of
stimuli. The magnitude of the variations are approximately equal for
each group.
Table 5 contains the responses of black male subjects to white
stimuli.
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25.0 52.0 65.0 17.0 44.0 42.0
29.0 18.0 37.0 23.0 15.0 13.0
55.0 28.0 15.0 26.0 30.0 15.0
37.0 39.0 27.0 48.0 36.0 18.0
78.0 23.0 42.0 22.0
48.0 23.0 16.0 5.0
17.0 41.0 16.0 21.0
24.0 11.0 22.0 9.0
30.0 38.0 28.0 27.0
25.0 25.0 17.0 25.0
55.0 28.0 16.0 15.0
43.0 29.0 12.0 33.0
55.0 56.0 36.0 25.0
20.0 19.0 44.0 15.0
16.0 15.0 12.0 15.0
18.0 5.0 32.0 8.0
22.0 31.0 22.0 21.0
78.0 23.0 65.0 19.0
70.0 51.0 28.0 40.0
56.0 29.0 48.0 20.0
These data in Table 6 also contain wide variations. Those re¬
sponses for male stimulus were more varied.
Table 6 contains the responses of white female subjects to white
stimuli.
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17.0 48.0 34.0 15.0 44.0 20.0 18.0 32.0 16.0 24.0
23.0 26.0 12.0 30.0 45.0 21.0 8.0 15.0 27.0 12.0
36.0 50.0 21.0 34.0 10.0 14.0 37.0 34.0 33.0 14.0
13.0 35.0 20.0 16.0 28.0 57.0 34.0 36.0 16.0 17.0
43.0 13.0 10.0 12.0 41.0 11.0 10.0 14.0
33.0 18.0 12.0 7.0 10.0 42.0 5.0 6.0
14.0 23.0 36.0 20.0 15.0 21.0 22.0 22.0
24.0 75.0 10.0 21.0 23.0 59.0 19.0 19.0
50.0 19.0 37.0 30.0 36.0 25.0 33.0 33.0
21.0 67.0 33.0 16.0 17.0 45.0 30.0 21.0
The data in Table 6 also reveal great variations within both
groups.
Table 7 contains scores of white males made in response to black
stimuli.
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Here, again wide variations occur in both sets of data.
Table 8 contains scores made by white males in responses to
white stimuli.
TABLE 8.—Scores of White Male Subjects in Responses to White Stimuli
Types of Stimuli
Male Female
40.0 32.0 52.0 15.0 32.0
41.0 44.0 16.0 15.0 60.0
35.0 20.0 43.0 25.0 12.0
28.0 25.0 17.0 19.0 40.0
66.0 11.0 32.0 16.0
46.0 14.0 15.0 19.0
31.0 26.0 10.0 25.0
6.0 25.0 39.0 22.0
56.0 9.0 22.0 21.0
46.0 8.0 10.0 1.0 14.0
11.0 18.0 6.0 10.0 9.0
11.0 15.0 15.0 24.0 25.0
7.0 6.0 16.0 5.0 5.0
12.0 12.0 12.0 13.0
3.0 23.0 6.0 7.0
26.0 10.0 13.0 15.0
5.0 8.0 26.0 31.0
15.0 23.0 10.0 8.0
These data reveal great variations among the scores in both
groups.
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TABLE 9.—Black Male Subjects Reactions to the Four Imaginary Stimuli
Statistics
Groups I M M
Black Male 3.339 37.385 27.129
Black Female 1.665 11.626 13.531
White Male 3.719 58.492 30.218
White Female 3.737 35.985 50.305
The Data in Table 9 reveal large variations in the statistic be¬
tween the black male subjects' responses to the black female stimuli
generally. The mean of the responses to the white male stimuli was
highest of all other means while that of the black female stimxilus was
lowest.
Table 10 contains the responses of black females to the four
imaginary stimuli.
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M M C *
Black Male 2.109 24.984 16.555
Black Female 3,017 27.365 23,680
White Male 8.001 58.873 62.784
White Female 3.680 49.142 28.884
These data, in Table 10 reveal great variations in the respond¬
ent's scores because of the relatively large standard deviations. The
variations in the responses to the white male and white female stimuli
varied more than those stimuli for black male and black female. The
same pattern is revealed in the mean scores for the stimuli for white
male and white female subjects.
Table 11 contains white subjects' reactions to the four Imaginary
stimuli.
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Black Male 3.072 31.800 19.433
Black Female 2,361 21.052 14.934
White Male 2.928 28.050 18.817
White Female 1.515 13.500 9.585
The data in Table 11 show a moderate amount of variation among
the white male subjects reactions to the four imaginary stimuli. There
was less variation in responses to the white female stimulus than any
other types of stimuli.
Table 12 contains scores of white female subjects reactions to
the four imaginary stimuli.
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Black Male 2.976 34.727 19.742
Black Female 1.909 25.068 12.664
White Male 1.657 27.295 10.996
White Female 2.474 23.909 16.449
The data in Table 12 reveal the smallest amount of variations
within all groups. This means this group was more consistent in its
responses.
Table 13 contains comparisons of black male subjects' responses
to the four stimuli.
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TABLE 13.—Comparative Data of Black Male's Responses to the Four
Stimuli

























The data in Table 13 reveal statistically significant differences for
all comparisons except that of the black male and white female stimuli.
The t-test results were statistically significant beyond the .01 level.
Table 14 contains comparative data on the black female sub¬
jects responses to the four stimuli.
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When one looks at the data in Table 13, he sees some interesting
statistics. The black male's responses to the four Imaginary stimuli show
statistically significant differences. The black male responded to the black
male and white female stimuli in highly consistent and similar ways. The
means for these two stimuli did not differ significantly statistically. This
finding indicates that the black male subjects responded to the black male
and white female imaginary stimuli in the same basic manner. The results
of this do not provide adequate information on this point to provide an answer.
Perhaps the significant question to be raised here is How does one account
for the fact that, in our highly racially segregated society, the black male
subjects responded to black male and white female imaginary stimuli in such
homogenous manner. Did the black male subjects' responses, to the white
female stimuli, reveal the black male subjects' desire to be more friendly
with the white female — assuming he felt friendly with black male imaginary
stimuli?
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The black male subjects responded to all of the other imaginary
stimuli in statistically significant different ways. It is interesting to ob¬
serve the fact that the black male subjects responded to the black male and
black female stimuli in different ways. This is somewhat surprising in that
one might expect the effects of racial segregation to have a solidifying effect
on black male and black female subjects so that the black male subjects'
responses to the imaginary black female stimuli would be more homogenous.
This finding forces one to wonder how the black male subjects responded to
white female imaginary stimuli more homogenously than to black female imagin¬
ary stimuli when black male and black female subjects have never been
segregated in such a manner as have the black and white people of our local
community. Here, again, one can speculate about possible explanations of
these phenomena.
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The data in Table 14 reveal statistically significant differences
for all comparisons except the black female vs black male and white
male vs white female. The t-test results were statistically significant
at the .01 level for these other results.
Table 15 contains comparative data for white male subjects'
responses to the four stimuli.
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When one looks at the comparisons of the black female subjects'
responses to the four imaginary stimuli, he sees that the comparisons of their
responses to black female vs. black male and white male vs. white female pro¬
duced no statistically significant differences. However, the black female subjects
responded to the black female and black male stimuli differently than the black
male subjects did to the same stimuli. Also, one notes the fact that the black
female subjects responded to the white male, white female, and black male stimuli
in a consistent and homogenous manner. Can one infer from this observation the
notion that the black female subjects were more friendly generally than the black
male subjects were? The evidence available here seems to warrant such an in¬
ference. One must not be misled, by this inference, in thinking the black
female subjects' responses were consistently harmonious in all comparisons.
In all other comparisons, statistically significant differences were found.
It is interesting to note the fact that, when one observes the compari¬
son of the black female subjects' responses to the black male vs. white female
stimuli, he sees a result that is just the opposite of what he sees when he
compares the black male subjects' responses to these same stimuli.
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The data in Table 15 reveal statistically significant differences
for all comparison except that of the black male vs white male, black
female, vs white male, and black female vs white female. All other
t-test results were statistically significant beyond the .01 level, except
the black female vs white female. This t-test result was statistically
significant beyond the .05 level.
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An observation of the white male subjects' responses to the four
imaginary stimuli reveals the fact that a comparison of these subjects' re¬
sponses to black male vs. white male stimuli did not differ statistically
significantly. This condition holds also when these same white male sub¬
jects' responses to black female vs. white male stimuli are compared. Although
all other comparisons were statistically significantly different, the greatest
difference was found in the comparison of these white male subjects' responses
to black male vs. white female stimuli. This result seems to be more consistent
with what the writer expected because of the effects of the racial segregation
factor.
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Table 16 contains comparative data on white female subjects'
responses to the four stimuli.



























The data in Table 16 reveal statiistically significant difference
for black male vs black female and black male, vs white female. The
t-test results were statistically significant at the .01 level. The black
male, vs white male had a statistically significant t at the .05 level.
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Observation of the white female subjects' responses to the com¬
parisons of black female vs. white male, black female vs. white female,
and white male vs. white female revealed no statistically significant dif¬
ferences . When one looks at the white female subjects' responses to all
other comparisons, he sees statistically significant differences. Although
"t's" of 2.698 and 2.793 were statistically significant at the .01 level and
because of these relatively low t-values, one can infer the notion that the
white female subjects' responses revealed more consistent harmoniousness
than the responses of any other group of subjects. How does one account
for this? Could the fact the white female has been so well protected in our
society that she has no need to feel threatened even by imaginary stimuli?
Here, again, one can speculate only since specific facts, relative to this
issue, are not available. The facts would probably confirm this latter
notion, in the writer's opinion.
Other studies have revealed that white females, distanced blacks
less than did white males. In absolute terms, generally males distanced
approaches more than females. The idea that females can tolerate closer
physical presence than males is underscored by observation of women holding




FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS, CONCLUSIONS.
IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Recapitulation of research design.—Personal space may be defined as the
area immediately surrounding the individual in which the majority of his in¬
teractions with others take place.^ This term was coined by Katz, (1937)
and certain aspects were implicit in Stern's "personal nearness" and in Lewin's
"life space" (1935). More recently, Hall has used the term proxemics—the
study of how man unconsciously structure microspace. Proxemics will be
term used to refer to Interpersonal distance in this thesis.
Extensive research has been done on proxemics or "territorialism"
on subhuman species in the areas of biology and psychology. It has been
determined from this research that territory determines much of animal
behavior.
^Little, op. cit., pp. 347-247.
%id.
%all, op. cit., p. 7.
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However, the study of territorialism in man or more properly termed
proxemics has only recently received serious scientific investigation. Little
has written that Sommer (1965) states that, "surprisingly little is known about
the way people use space.Little (1965), states "despite work on the subpri¬
mate and the implications of Stern's and Lewin's concepts, surprisingly little is
O
known about the dimensions of personal space in man."* Linder (1970), dis¬
appointedly, concluded that, at the present , there is no systematic conceptual
or research rationale in the area.^ More recently, Duke and Nowicki methods
of personal space are less than adequate and also human distancing is far
4
from being adequately conceptualized or researched.
The research done in this thesis will add to the knowledge of pro¬
xemics behavior in man using a recently developed psychometric instrument,
the Comfortable Interpersonal Distance Scale (CID), which according to its
developers is a sound instrument based on statistical data that will enhance
the study of proxemics behavior in man.
This chapter is devoted to an analysis of the data obtained on the
(CID) on the way a selected group of black and white college students both
male and female perceptual distance black and white imaginary stimuli.
^Little, op. cU., pp. 237-247.
^Ibid.
3
Hartnett, Bailey and Gibson, op. cU., pp. 139-144.
4
Duke and Nowicki, op. clt., p. 1.
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Statement of the problem .—The problem with which this study was
concerned was that of determining whether race and sex had a significant
effect on perceptual distancing of imaginary stimuli within a sample of
college and university students.
Limitation of the study .—The findings of this study are limited to the
selected predominantly black population even though a small biased sample
of white subjects was used also.
Locale of the study.—The study was conducted at Spelman and Morehouse
Colleges, Emory University and Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia.
Purpose.—More specifically, the study was designed to test the fol¬
lowing hypothesis;
1. There will be no statistically significant difference between
the perceived distancing of black and white Imaginary stimuli
by black males.
2. There will be no statistically significant difference between
the perceived distancing of black and white imaginary
stimuli by black females.
3. There will be no statistically significant difference between
the perceived distancing of black and white imaginary
stimuli by white males.
4. There will be no statistically significant difference between
the perceived distancing of black and white imaginary
stimuli by white females.
Method of research .—The normative-survey method of research, employing
the technique of statistical analysis was used in this study.
Survey of pertinent literature .—The Comfortable Interpersonal Distance Scale
has been used to test the proposition that "people maintain greater distance from
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persons of a different race.^ This proposition has been taken from Lett,
(1969) and has been reported in other studies by Tolor (1968), Campbell,
Kruskal and Wallace (1966) In order to test this proposition with (CID),
Duke and Nowicki, tested black and white elementary, high school and college
students on different race, same race stimuli.3 The results of this study
showed that persons of different races were kept further away than those of
the same race (all t's significant at .05 or better; range of t's 2.65-4.73)
The proposition holds for all age groups and both racial groups.3
Findings and interpretations.—The analysis of the data in this study warrants
the following findings and interpretations.
The black males' responses to the four imaginary stimuli show sta¬
tistically significant differences. The black male responded to the black
male and white female stimuli in highly consistent and similar ways. The
means for these two stimuli did not differ significantly statistically. This
finding indicates that the black male subjects responded to the black male
and white female imaginary stimuli in the same basic manner. The results






of this do not provide adequate information on this point to provide an answer.
Perhaps the significant question to be raised here is How does one account
for the fact that, in our highly racially segregated society, the black male
subjects responded to black male and white female imaginary stimuli in such
homogenous manner. Did the black male subjects' responses, to the white
female stimuli, reveal the black male subjects' desire to be more friendly
with the white female — assuming he felt friendly with black male imaginary
stimuli?
The black male subjects responded to all of the other Imaginary
stimuli in statistically significant different ways. It is interesting to ob¬
serve the fact that the black male subjects responded to the black male and
black female stimuli in different ways. This is somewhat surprising in that
one might expect the effects of racial segregation to have a solidifying effect
on black male and black female subjects so that the black male subjects'
responses to the imaginary black female stimuli would be more homogenous.
This finding forces one to wonder how the black male subjects responded to
white female imaginary stimuli more homogenously than to black female imagin¬
ary stimuli when black male and black female subjects have never been
segregated in such a manner as have the black and white people of our local
community. Here, again, one can speculate about possible explanations of
these phenomena.
When one looks at the comparisons of the black female subjects'
responses to the four imaginary stimuli, he sees that the comparisons of
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their responses to black female vs. black male and white male vs. white fe¬
male produced no statistically significant differences. However, the black
female subjects responded to the black female and black male stimuli dif¬
ferently than the black male subjects did to the same stimuli. Also, one
notes the fact that the black female subjects responded to the white male,
white female, and black male stimuli in a consistent and homogenous man¬
ner. Can one infer from this observation the notion that the black female
subjects were more friendly generally than the black male subjects were?
The evidence available here seems to warrant such an inference. One must
not be misled, by this inference, in thinking the black female subjects'
responses were consistently harmonious in all comparisons. In all other
comparisons, statistically significant differences were found.
It is interesting to note the fact that, when one observes the com¬
parison of the black female subjects' responses to the black male vs. white
female stimuli, he sees a result that is just the opposite of what he sees
when he compares the black male subjects' responses to these same stimuli.
An observation of the white male subjects' responses to the four
imaginary stimuli reveals the fact that a comparison of these subjects' re¬
sponses to black male vs. white male stimuli did not differ statistically
significantly. This condition holds also when these same white male sub¬
jects' responses to black female vs. white male stimuli are compared. Although
all other comparisons were statistically significantly different, the greatest
difference was found in the comparison of these white male subjects' responses
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to black male vs. white female stimuli. This result seems to be more consistent
with what the writer expected because of the effects of the racial segregation
factor.
Observation of the white female subjects' responses to the com¬
parisons of black female vs. white male, black female vs. white female,
and white male vs. white female revealed no statistically significant dif¬
ferences . When one looks at the white female subjects' responses to all
other comparisons, he sees statistically significant differences. Although
"t's" of 2.698 and 2.793 were statistically significant at the .01 level and
because of these relatively low t-values, one can infer the notion that the
white female subjects' responses revealed more consistent harmoniousness
than the responses of any other group of subjects. How does one account
for this? Could the fact the white female has been so well protected in our
society that she has no need to feel threatened even by imaginary stimuli?
Here, again, one can speculate only since specific facts, relative to this
issue, are not available. The facts would probably confirm this latter
notion, in the writer's opinion.
Other studies have revealed that white females, distanced blacks
less than did white males. In absolute terms, generally males distanced
approaches more than females, The idea that females can tolerate closer
physical presence than males is underscored by observation of women holding
hands or kissing one another, practices which are uncommon between males
in this culture.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS— This study produced the following results:
Hypothesis 1: There should be no statistically significant difference
between the preceived distancing of black and white imaginary stimuli.
This hypothesis was rejected
Hypothesis 2: There will be no statistically significant difference
between the perceived distancing of black and white imaginary stimuli.
This hypothesis was rejected
Hypothesis 3: There will be no statistically significant difference
between the perceived distancing of black and white imaginary
stimuli by white males.
This hypothesis was rejected
Hypothesis 4; There will be no statistically significant difference
between the perceived distancing of black and white imaginary
stimuli by white females
This hypothesis was rejected.
CONCLUSIONS - - The findings derived from this study seem to warrant the
following conclusions:
1. Black males distanced white male imaginary stimulus further away
than any of the four stimuli.
2. Black males distanced black female imaginary stimulus closest
than any of the four stimuli.
3. Black males distanced black male and white female imaginary
stimuli in basically the same manner
4. Black females distanced white male imaginary stimulus further
away than any of the four stimuli.
5. Black female distanced black male and black female imaginary stimuli
in basically the same manner.
6. Black females distanced white female imaginary stimulus further
away than any other stimuli except for the white male imaginary
stimulus.
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7. White males distanced black male imaginary stimuli further
away than any other stimuli.
8. White males distanced black female and white male imaginary
stimuli in basically the same manner.
9. White males distanced white male and white female imaginary
stimuli further than any other stimuli except black male and
white female.
10. White female distanced black male imaginary stimuli further
away than any of the four stimuli.
11. White females distanced black female, white female, white male
imaginary stimuli in basically the same manner.
IMPLICATIONS — The conclusions drawn from the ffindings of the study
seem to warrant the following implications:
1. Subjects both black and white perceived the male of the
opposite race with greater distance than any of the other
imaginary stimuli.
2. All male subjects perceived stimuli of the same race, same
sex and opposite sex, opposite race in basically the same
manner.
RECOMMENDATIONS — The implications inherent in the conclusions for
the study seem to warrant the following recommendations:
1. Further research be made with the Comfortable Interpersonal
Distance Scale varying the race and sex of the experimenter.
2. That more interpersonal interactions between black and white
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